Q.1. MCQ
1. Hydrogen is very good fuel except ...
   A. It is giving poisonous gases after combustion     B. It is not easily available
   C. Both A & B                                           D. Neither A nor B

2. Red shirt uniforms were famous in ....
   A. Abhinav Bharat   B. British Army   C. R.S.S.  D. None of these

3. Patela is present in
   A. Skull   B. Thoracic cage   C. Wrist bones   D. None of these

4. ...... is atom showing highest electronegativity
   A. D     B. C      C. F      D. None of these

5. Europa is the name of ...
   A. Lanthenide element   B. Actinide element   C. Transition element   D. None of these

6. In the case of direct current, Which statement is/are true
   A. Electrons flow from +ve to -ve terminal
   B. Current flow from + ve to – ve terminal
   C. Elecrons flow from -ve to +ve terminal
   D. None of these

7. Difference in Jet Engine and Rocket is
   A. Both are working on Newtons third law    B. Jet is using oxygen on earth while rocket carries
      own oxydent.    C. Both A & B    D. None of these

8. ... was prime minister of England at the time of begining of second world war was
   A. Atlee B. Chamberlane   C. Churchill D. None of these

9. Gilt-edged market means
   A. bullion market     B. market of government securities
   C. market of guns     D. market of pure metals

10. RMM of water is
    A. 1     B. 1 Kcal / mole    C. 1.8   D. None of these

11. If the graph of velocity vs time is stright line passing through origin then
    A. Acceleration is constant     B. Acceleration is increasing     C. Acceleration is decreasing
    D. None of these

12. In the second nationalization of commercial banks, ___ banks were nationalized.
    A. 4              B.   5     C.     6           D. 8

13. Respiration without sufficient oxygen gives ... as one of the product.
    A. Ethanol   B. Sucrose   C. 1,1 Di-methyl heptane   D. None of these

14. What is the change in the Value of G, if a person approaches Sun.
    A. Remain same   B. Increases   C. Decreases   D. First increases and then decreases

15. Depreciation means
    A. closure of a plant due to lock out     B. closure of a plant due to labour trouble
    C. loss of equipment over time due to wear and tear   D. destruction of a plant in a fire accident
16. The correct order of refractive index is
A. Dimond > Flint glass > Water  B. Diamond > water > Flint glass
C. Water > Diamond > F.Glass  D. None of these

17. Great wall of China is a symbol of fear of ....
A. Manchurian warriers  B. Hung-nu warriers  C. Yue-chi warriers  D. None of these

18. Neutron was discovered by
A. Einstein  B. Bohr  C. Rutherford  D. None of these

19. Concave mirror is used in ..... 
A. Dentist mirror  B. Car mirror  C. Both A & B  D. None of these

20. Heaviest particle in nucleous is .... 
A. electron  B. Positron  C. Messon  D. None of these

21. Value of g at the center of earth is...
A. Zero  B. Maximum  C. Infinite  D. 9.8m/s^2.

22. Concept of breakdown of water in the photosynthesis is called as
A. Hill's process  B. Chadwick's process  C. Bose's process  D. None of these

23. Ascaris is ....
A. Oviporus Anneleed  B. Viviporous annelead  C. Viviporous ascalmenthes  D. None of these

24. First Viceroy of independent India was ...
A. Rajgopalachari  B. Dr, Rajendra Prasad  C. Pt, Nehru  D. None of these

25. Deodenum is the part of ...
A. Stomach  B. Liver  C. Small intestine  D. None of these

26. ... is a lanthenide element
A. Fe  B. Fe  C. Fr  D. None of these

27. One of the symptom of maleria is ...
A. Swelling in spleen  B. Increasing number of muss  C. Loss of apetite  D. None of these

28. In case of vaccine used for rabis, which is the mode of immuno system.
A. Aqured passive  B. Aquired active  C. Both A & B  D. None of these

29. Advantasious root system is obeserved in rice plant therefore it is
A. Gymnosperm  B. Pteridophyta  C. Briophyta  D. None of these

30. In two kingdom system of classification, blue green alge are considered as...
A. Monera  B. Briophyta  C. Pteridophyta  D. None of these

31. Demetrius was defeated in India near Ayodhya by....
A. Gondophernies  B. Pushyamitra  C. Agnimitra  D. None of these

32. Kushan emparor .... tried unsuccessful attack on Maharashtra.
A. Mouses  B. Kanishka  C. Rudradaman  D. None of these
33. Prithviraj Chauhan was defeated in the battle of .... by Md Ghauri.
   A. Panipat   B. Taraian C. Khanua  D. None of these

34. Alla-ud-din Khilji defeated ... King of Gujrat.
   A. Vaghela   B. Khushru   C. Mahadeo Parmar D. None of these

35. Shivaji the great defeated ...... , the general of Aurangajeb without killing a single person.
   A. Dilerkhan   B. Jaswantsingh C. Daudkhan D. None of these

36. When Guru Govindsingh was betried, ..... was the emparor.
   A. Alamgir   B. Shah Alam   C. Shahjahan   D. None of these

37. Specific heat of water is
   A. 1 KCal/Kg     B. 1 Cal/g     C. 14.5o C   D. None of these

38. When Maratha navy was destroyed by British, the Prime minister of Maratha empire was...
   A. Balaji II   B. Bajirao II   C. Nanasaheb II D. None of these

39. Son of .... achived great victory over Portugize in the battle of Basin.
   A. Bajirao I     B. Balaji I   C. Chimaji Appa   D. None of these

40. Siraj-ud-daula was defeated by....
   A. Robert Clive   B. L. Cornwallis   C. Mahadji Shinde D. None of these

41. First woman Legislator of India was
   A. Dr. Muthulaskshmi Reddi   B. Dr. Anandibai Joshi   C. Sarojini Naidoo D. None of these

42. The Sharada act determines the minimum age of female as ... for marriage.
   A. 14     B. 18   C. 10    D. None of these

43. First woman president of INC was....
   A. Dr. Muthulaskshmi Reddi   B. Dr. Anandibai Joshi   C. Sarojini Naidoo D. None of these

44. Lok-hit-vadee is having original name. ..... 
   A. Gopal Deshmukh   B. Gopal Gokhale   C. M.D.Karve D. None of these

45. Khuda-i-khidmatgar was founded by....
   A. Maulana Azad   B. Md. Jeenah   C. Sir Sayyad Ahamad Khan D. None of these

46. INC was united after 1907 in .. .. session.
   A. Lucknow   B. Lahor   C. Vardha   D. None of these

47. Use of Khadee was symbollised first for freedom by 
   A. G.V .Joshi   B. Dadabhai Nauroji   C. Justice Ranade D. None of these

48. Vinegar is chemically ... in nature.
   A. Acidic      B. Basic   C. Amphoteric   D. None of these

49. ... is the element showing only single valency.
   A. F   B. S   C. I   D. None of these

50. Animal belonging to Echinodermata is 
   A. Hedge hog   B. Jelly fish   C. Hydra   D. None of these
51. Baking soda is .....  
A. Sodium hydrogen carbonate  B. Sodium bi carbonate  C. Both A & B  D. None of these
52. Kg m s-2 is also called as  
A. Newton  B. Joule  C. Nm  D. None of these
53. What is power?  
A. Workdone in unit time  B. Force applied in unit time  C. Both A & B  D. None of these
54. India changed over to the decimal system of coinage in  
A. April 1995  B. April 1957  C. April 1958  D. April 1959
55. The association of the rupee with pound sterling as the intervention currency was broken in  
56. The currency convertibility concept in its original form originated in  
A. Wells Agreement  B. Bretton Woods Agreement  C. Taylors Agreement  D. None of the above
57. In the state of India, the State Financial Corporation have given assistance mainly to develop  
A. agricultural farms  B. cottage industry  C. large-scale industries  D. medium & small-scale industries
58. States earn maximum revenue through  
A. land revenue  B. custom revenue  C. commercial taxes  D. excise duties on intoxicants
59. The current price index (base 1960) is nearly 330. This means that  
A. all items cost 3-3 times more than what they did in 1960  
B. the prices of certain selected items have gone up to 3-3 times  
C. weighted means of prices of certain item has increased 3-3 times  
D. gold price has gone up 3-3 times
60. Devaluation of currency will be more beneficial if  
A. prices of domestic goods remain constant  
B. prices of exports remain constant  
C. prices of imports remains constant  
D. prices of exports rise proportionately

Q.2. Arrange chronologically

A. 2,3,1,4  B. 2,3,4,1  C. 4,2,3,1  D. None of these
A. 2,3,1,4  B. 2,3,4,1  C. 4,2,3,1  D. None of these
A. 2,3,1,4  B. 2,3,4,1  C. 4,2,3,1  D. None of these
A. 2,3,1,4  B. 2,3,4,1  C. 4,2,3,1  D. None of these
A. 2,3,1,4  B. 2,3,4,1  C. 4,2,3,1  D. None of these

Q.3. Find odd one

66. A. Chandragupta  B. Bimbisar  C. Ashoka  D. Bruhadhrath
67. A. Turushka  B. Kushan  C. Yue-chi  D. Hung-nu
68. A. Dharma  B. Karma  C. Artha  D. Kaam
69. A. Ayurveda  B. Atharva veda  C. Saam veda  D. Yajurveda
70. A. 1H1  B. 6C12  C. 5B10  D. 19K39

Q. 3  Match the column.

| 1. No | A | No | B |
Q. 1. CTFS Keys  A Both true  B Both false   C. 1T2F      D. 1F2T
74. 1. Toranmal is the highest peak in Satpuda range
    2. Gurushikhar is the highest peak in Punjab Himalay
75. 1. Sharavati river is flowing from East to west and having Jog falls at Nilgiri.
    2. River Brahmaputra is having confluence with Ganga.
76. 1. Nepal and China are sharing worlds highest peak of Himayala
    2. Anaimudi is the highest peak in South Asia
77. 1. River Tapi is the longest river in Maharashtra
    2. River Tapi is having mouth at Bharuch (Gujarat)
78. 1. Kun-Lun-Shan is towards north of Tibet
    2. Great Indian desert is having its existence in Pakistan also.
79. 79. Madanlal Dhingra assassinated …
    A. Lord Karzan  B. Lord Hardings C. Lord Linlithgo D. None of these.
80. Smallest cell in Human body is …
    A. Ovam  B. RBC   C. WBC  D none of these
81. Longest bone in human body is
    A. Vertibra  B. Medula Oblongeta    C. Carpaltes  D. None of these
82. In India the workers in the organized sector are only …. % of the total work force
    A. 10 %   B. 3%    C. 5%  D. 1%
83. In dollar terms India’s largest export partners are countries belonging to
    A. Asia   B. West Europe   C. USA  D. East Europe
84. Dr. Rangarajan Committee recommended that the percentage of equity to be disinvested in
    industries reserved for public sector should be
    A. 25%   B. 49%  C. 74%  D. 80%
85. The Chairperson of the 13th finance commission is
    A. N.C.Kelkar   B. Dr. Vijay Kelkar
    C. Dr. Rajeev Kelkar   D. Dr. Rajaram Kelkar

The key for CTFS remains as usual.
A. 1 true; 2 false.
B. 1 false; 2 true.
C. Both TRUE.
D. Both FALSE.
86. CTFS. (Consider The Following Statements)

1. India is said to have a quasi-federal set up.

87. Which one is incorrect.

Parliament may by law, -

a. increase the area of any state.
b. diminish the area of any state.
c. merge boundaries of two or more states.
d. alter the name of any state.

88. Which one is correct.

As per Article 12 of the IC,

a. “State” includes Vidhan parishad.
b. “State” is collectively responsible to the parliament.
c. “State” can collect taxes from Gram Panchayat.
d. “State” is always formed through elections.

89. CTFS.

1. State, as per Art 12 of IC, can restrict a person from using public wells if he does not pay water tax and the same is under trial in the Supreme court.
2. No citizen shall make discrimination on the grounds of place of birth for access to shops.

90. CTFS.

1. Article 16 of IC guarantees equal opportunity to all citizens for employment under the state.
2. However it cannot be extended to ST of Darjeeling Gorkha Council as they have their own local self government for this purpose.

91. CTFS.

1. Religious instructions cannot be given in educational institutions maintained wholly out of state funds.
2. Article 28 of IC deals with above provision.

92. CTFS.

1. No title, except military or academic, shall be conferred by the state.
2. No citizen of India shall accept any title from any foreign state.

93. CTFS.

1. One can reside in any part of India according to article 19 of IC.
2. Can form associations but since 2001, due to a convention of NDA, cannot form unions until 2026.

94. CTFS.

1. Article 19 is absolute.
2. Article 19 ceases during Emergency Conditions.

95. Which one is incorrect.

a. Article 19 is a fundamental right.
b. Article 19 guarantees freedom to carry on any trade and practice any profession.
c. SC can hear pleas regarding Article 19, HC cannot.
d. Article 19 guarantees a person right to settle in any part of India.

96. CTFS.

1. Article 20 is absolute.
2. Article 20 deals with protection from conviction of offence.

97. CTFS.

1. Article 21 deals with Right to life & personal liberty.
2. It cannot be claimed as a matter of right.

98. CTFS.

1. Hindi is the national language of India.
2. However use of English is permitted in Govt. offices.

99. Which one is correct.

a. An arrested person can have a legal practitioner of his choice.
b. He shall be produced in front of High Court within 24 hours.
c. He shall be detained in jail within 24 hours.
d. Article 23 deals with protection against arrest and detention.

100. CTFS.

1. Beggar is prohibited and punishable by law.
2. No child below 14 years should be forced to visit hazardous schools.